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Abstract

Multi-level TAM optimization is necessary for modular testing
of hierarchical SOCs that contain older-generation SOCs as em-
bedded cores. We present two hierarchical TAM optimization flows
that exploit recent advances in TAM design for flattened SOC hi-
erarchies. Unlike prior methods that assume flat test hierarchies,
the proposed methods are directly applicable to real-world design
transfer models between the core vendor and the SOC integra-
tor. Experimental results are presented for four ITC’02 SOC Test
Benchmarks.

1 Introduction
A hierarchical system-on-chip (SOC) is designed by integrat-

ing heterogeneous technology cores at several layers of hierar-
chy. The ability to re-use embedded functionality has led to the
paradigm of “today’s SOC is tomorrow’s embedded core” [1].
Two broad design transfer models are emerging in hierarchical
SOC design flows.
1. Non-interactive: In this model, there is limited communica-
tion between the core vendor and the SOC integrator. The cores
are taken off-the-shelf and integrated into designs “as is”.
2. Interactive: Here, there is a certain amount of communication
between the core vendor and core user during system integration.

While hierarchical SOCs offer reduced cost and rapid system
implementation, they pose several difficult test challenges. Mod-
ular testing of the embedded cores in an SOC can simplify the
complex problems of test access and application [2]. For modular
testing, an embedded core is isolated from surrounding logic us-
ing a test wrapper, and a test access mechanism (TAM) is designed
to deliver test data from the I/O pins of the SOC. This facilitates
the reuse of precomputed tests for individual cores and partitions
the SOC for test; thus the test methodology follows the modular
design process.

The problem of multi-level TAM design and optimization for
hierarchical SOCs has not been systematically addressed in the
literature. In most prior work on TAM design, the SOC hierarchy
is assumed to be flattened for the purpose of test [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
However, this assumption is often unrealistic in practice, espe-
cially when older-generation SOCs are themselves used as em-
bedded cores in new SOC designs. In such cases, the core ven-
dor may have already designed a TAM within the “mega-core”
that is provided to the SOC integrator. A mega-core is defined as
a design that contains non-mergeable embedded cores. In order
to ensure effective testing of an SOC based on mega-cores, the

1This research was supported in part by the National Science Founda-
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top-level TAM must communicate with lower level TAMs within
mega-cores. The top-level TAMs must also be wide enough to fork
out to the pre-designed lower-level TAMs. Moreover, the system-
level test architecture must be able to reuse the existing test ar-
chitecture within cores; redesign of core test structures must be
kept to a minimum and must be consistent with the design transfer
model between the core designer and the core user [8].

Figure 1 illustrates a hierarchical SOC (refered to as Module 0
in [9]) having two top-level cores A and B, and one top-level mega-
core C. Core C contains Cores D and H, and a lower-level mega-
core E, which in turn contains Cores F and G. A Level-1 TAM is
connected to Cores A, B, and C. This TAM connects to a Level-
2 TAM within Core C for the testing of Cores C, D, H, and E.
The Level-2 TAM connects to a Level-3 TAM within Core E. The
Level-3 TAM is used to test Cores F and G.

Three proposals for test access to hierarchical embedded cores
were recently presented in [10, 11, 12]. In [10], the design of a test
bus architecture based on scan switches was discussed. However,
hierarchical TAMs that transport test data to top-level cores and
also to lower-level TAMs within mega-cores were not considered.
In [11], the design of a hierarchical TAM was described; however
the lower-level TAMs were limited to 1-bit boundary scan chains;
multi-level test buses were not considered. In [12], the implemen-
tation of a hierarchical test bus architecture was described. How-
ever, no attempt was made to optimize these multi-level TAMs to
minimize testing time. In particular, none of the three proposals
considered the optimization of multi-level TAMs for cores embed-
ded within other cores.

A TAM design methodology that closely follows the design
transfer model in use is critical because if the core vendor has im-
plemented “hard” (i.e., non-alterable) TAMs within mega-cores,
the SOC integrator must take into account these lower-level TAM
widths while optimizing the widths and core assignment for
higher-level TAMs. On the other hand, if the core vendor designs
TAMs within mega-cores in consultation with the SOC integrator,
the system designer’s TAM optimization method must be flexible
enough to include parameters for lower-level cores. Finally, multi-
level TAM design for SOCs that include reused cores at multiple
levels is needed to exploit “TAM reuse” and “wrapper reuse” in
the test development process.

In this paper, we describe the optimization of multi-level TAMs
for the “cores within cores” design paradigm. We do not present
new algorithms for TAM optimization here; instead, we show how
known methods for flattened SOCs can be used for multi-level
TAM optimization in hierarchical SOCs. TAM widths are calcu-
lated for higher- and lower-level TAMs using a combination of in-
teger linear programming (ILP) and enumeration [5], and efficient
heuristics [13]. The methods presented here, unlike prior methods
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Figure 1. Illustration of a multi-level TAM architecture for
a hierarchical SOC, refered to as Module 0 in [9].

that assume flat test hierarchies, are therefore directly applicable
to test development for SOCs in real-world design transfer mod-
els. We present experimental results for four hierarchical bench-
mark SOCs [9] to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. In this work, we do not consider the top-level tests for in-
terconnects and user-defined logic. The proposed design approach
can be easily extended to handle these tests.

2 Review of TAM optimization methods

In this section, we review TAM optimization methods based on
ILP and enumeration, and efficient heuristics. A multi-level TAM
design method based on extensions of these “flat TAM” design
methods will later be presented in Section 3.

2.1 ILP and enumeration

In [5], the total TAM width is partitioned among a number of
test buses and each core is assigned to one of these TAMs. Given
an SOC having N cores, the optimization problem in [5] is formu-
lated as follows.
Determine (i) the number B of TAMs for the SOC, (ii) a partition
of the total TAM width W among the TAMs, (iii) an assignment
of the N cores to TAMs, and (iv) a wrapper design for each core,
such that SOC testing time is minimized.

The problem of wrapper design was solved using the De-
sign wrapper algorithm [5] based on the Best Fit Decreasing
heuristic. The core assignment problem was solved using an ILP
model constructed as follows.
Consider an SOC consisting of N cores and B TAMs of widths
w1; w2; : : : ; wB . The time taken to test Core i assigned to TAM j

is denoted by Ti(wj) clock cycles. Let xij be a binary variable,
which is defined to be 1, if Core i is assigned to TAM j, and 0
otherwise.

The time needed to test all cores on TAM j is given
by
PN

i=1
Ti(wj) � xij . Since all the TAMs can be used

simultaneously for testing, the system testing time equals
max1�j�B

PN

i=1
Ti(wj) � xij . The ILP model for core assign-

ment can be formulated as follows.
Objective: Minimize testing time T , subject to
1. T �

PN

i=1
Ti(wj) � xij ; 1 � j � B, i.e., T is the maximum

testing time on any TAM
2.
PB

j=1
xij = 1, 1 � i � N , i.e., every core is assigned to

exactly one TAM
In [5], it was observed that the execution time of the above ILP

model was very small. This was exploited to determine the number

of TAMs and their widths for the SOC by selectively enumerating
width partitions using a bounding function and selecting the best
partition.

2.2 Heuristics for TAM width optimization

While optimal results were obtained in [5], the number of
TAMs designed was small in order to maintain feasible compute
times. However, if a larger number of TAMs is designed, the test-
ing time can often be reduced. This is because when there are
multiple TAMs of different widths, cores have a greater chance
of being assigned to a TAM whose width matches the cores’ own
test data requirements; thus the number of unnecessary (idle) TAM
wires assigned to cores is reduced. Moreover, multiple TAMs pro-
vide greater test parallelism.

In [13], a three-step heuristic method was presented to design
TAM architectures for large SOCs containing multiple TAMs. In
the first step, a heuristic algorithm Core assign was used for core
assignment to TAMs. In the second step, Core assign was used to
rapidly enumerate and evaluate width partitions for a large number
of TAMs. The partition enumeration algorithm employs several
levels of solution-space pruning during width partition evaluation.
The number of partitions enumerated is also significantly limited
by establishing upper bounds on each TAM width variable wj dur-
ing enumeration [13]. This provides a fast approximation for the
optimal values of TAM width partition and testing time. The test-
ing time was reduced further in [13] by a third optimization step
based on a one-time use of the ILP model for core assignment.

3 Multi-level TAM optimization
In this section, we describe how the methods reviewed in Sec-

tion 2 can be applied to optimize multi-level TAMs for hierarchical
SOCs. The top-level SOC is composed of embedded cores as well
as embedded mega-cores obtained from core vendors. A mega-
core may have been a stand-alone SOC in an earlier generation or
is a complex circuit requiring the core vendor to instantiate off-
the-shelf cores in its design.

Mega-cores may be supplied by core vendors in varying de-
grees of readiness for test integration. For example, the IEEE
P1500 proposal on embedded core test defines two compliance
levels for core delivery: 1500-wrapped and 1500-unwrapped [15].
Here we describe three other scenarios, based in part on the P1500
compliance levels. We use the term wrapped to denote a core for
which a wrapper has been pre-designed, as in [15]. We use the
term TAM-ed to denote a mega-core that contains an internal TAM
structure.
1. Not TAM-ed and not wrapped: In this scenario, the system in-
tegrator must design a wrapper for the mega-core as well as TAMs
within the mega-core. The mega-cores are therefore delivered ei-
ther as soft-cores or before final netlist and layout optimization,
such that TAMs can be inserted within the mega-cores.
2. TAM-ed but not wrapped: In this scenario, the mega-core con-
tains lower-level TAMs, however a wrapper for it is still required
to be designed by the core integrator. Knowledge of the num-
ber and lengths of top-level scan chains as well as testing times of
lower-level cores are therefore required by the system integrator to
design balanced top-level wrapper scan chains for the mega-core.
3. TAM-ed and wrapped: In this scenario, we consider TAM-ed
mega-cores for which wrappers have been designed by the core
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vendor. This scenario is especially suitable for a mega-core that
was an SOC in an earlier generation. The width of the TAM that
must be supplied to it is pre-specified. The I/O and scan chain
terminals for wrapped hard-IP sub-cores may not be available to
the SOC integrator to perform further test width adaptation. Such a
mega-core may also contain its own test control block (e.g., Core C
in Figure 1) with strict test protocols specified. Therefore, we as-
sume that such mega-cores are wrapped by the core vendors prior
to design transfer and test data cannot be further serialized or par-
allelized by the SOC integrator. At system level, only structures
that facilitate normal/test operation, interconnect test, and bypass
are created.

We address the problem of TAM optimization for multi-level
SOCs in a hierarchical manner. Our work is targeted at TAM opti-
mization for SOCs containing hard-cores that represent critical-IP.
We therefore address Scenario 3 in this work. In Scenario 3, the
mega-cores are wrapped and TAM-ed by the core-vendor, either in
the non-interactive or interactive design transfer model.

3.1 Non-interactive design transfer model

In the non-interactive design transfer model, the core ven-
dor designs and implements TAM architectures for use within
the mega-cores. Width optimization for these lower-level TAMs
is performed without input from the SOC integrator, and testing
times for mega-cores are specified prior to design transfer. The
test parameters supplied by the core vendor to the SOC integrator
for non-hierarchical cores include the number of primary (includ-
ing bidirectional) I/Os, test patterns, scan chains, and scan chain
lengths. The parameters supplied for the mega-cores include only
the TAM width and testing time.

The multi-level TAM optimization problem in the non-
interactive design transfer model can now be stated as follows.
Pnon�int: Given the test set parameters for the top-level cores and
the total TAM width W for the SOC, determine a wrapper design
for each core, and a partition of W among the cores in the test
schedule, such that the SOC testing time is minimized under the
constraints that (i) W is not exceeded at any time, (ii) the mega-
cores receive at least their pre-specified TAM widths, and (iii) par-
ent mega-cores are tested only after their embedded child cores.

A special case of Pnon�int that contains no mega-cores is
equivalent to Pco�opt in [5]; Pnon�int is therefore NP-hard.

There are two reasons for incorporating Constraint (iii) in the
problem statement. Firstly, memories are often embedded within
logic cores, e.g., the Philips cores presented in [9]. These embed-
ded memories must often be tested and repaired before the logic
surrounding them is tested because the memories may be used dur-
ing logic core test. Secondly, the test for large mega-cores can be
halted as soon as a smaller embedded component fails.

Figure 2 presents the TAM design flow for hierarchical SOCs
in the non-interactive design transfer model. Figure 2 is not the
pseudocode for a TAM optimization algorithm, but it illustrates
the overall TAM design flow from core vendor to system integra-
tor. Lines 1 through 5 represent the TAM design flow for the mega-
cores (performed by the core vendor). Note from the “bottom-up”
guideline in Line 1 that the TAM optimization methodology pre-
sented here is hierarchical. For example, in Figure 1, the Level-3
TAM in Core E is optimized before the Level-2 TAM in Core C.
Moreover, TAM optimization for mega-cores containing lower-

Design Flow Non-interactive Hierarchical TAM Optimizer()

Mega-core vendor:
1 For each Mega-core i (starting bottom-up in the hierarchy)
/* Let Wi be the total TAM width for i */
2 Partition Wi among the embedded cores in i and determine the test

schedule using an approach from [5, 13];
3 Schedule the test for the interconnect logic within i
4 Determine the total testing time Ti for Mega-core i;
5 Implement TAM architecture for i prior to design transfer;
SOC integrator:
/* Let W be the total TAM width for the SOC */
6 Obtain the core test parameters for the top-level non-hierarchical cores;
7 For each top-level Mega-core i in the SOC
8 Obtain the testing time Ti and specified TAM width Wi;
/* Let Ti(wj) be the SOC-level testing time of Core i on TAM width wj
*/
9 Set Ti(wj) = Ti, for wj �Wi

10 Set Ti(wj) =1, for wj < Wi

11 Partition W among the cores using a TAM optimization technique, e.g.
from [5, 13], and determine the test schedule;

12 Implement system-level TAM architecture.

Figure 2. TAM design flow for non-interactive design
transfer.

level mega-cores must also follow the design transfer model in use
by the lower-level mega-core vendor. The total TAM width Wi

for each Mega-core i in Line 2 is determined by the core vendor
either from the number of test pins available or from the existing
TAM architecture (if i was a TAM-ed SOC in a previous genera-
tion). In Lines 2 to 4, the TAM design and total testing time Ti for
Mega-core i is determined.

Lines 6 through 12 present the SOC-level TAM design flow
(performed by the system integrator). Core test parameters are
obtained from the core vendors in Lines 6 and 8. In Lines 9 and 10,
the TAM width assigned to each Mega-core i is “hardwired” toWi

by setting its testing time Ti(w) to Ti for wj � Wi, and to 1 for
wj < Wi. The result of this TAM width assignment for the TAM
design methods [5, 13] used in Line 11 is as follows. The set of
Ti(wj) testing time–TAM width variables for each Mega-core i
is reduced to the single constant Ti for wj � Wi, prior to TAM
optimization. If wj < Wi, Ti(wj) is set to 1. In Line 11, top-
level TAM optimization is carried out for the SOC using a method
from [5, 13] to obtain the final testing time for total TAM widthW .
The system-level TAM architecture is implemented in Line 12.

3.2 Interactive design transfer model
In the interactive design transfer model, the core vendor once

again designs and implements TAM architectures for use within
the mega-cores. However, the system integrator is now able to
influence the choice of TAM width supplied to mega-cores by the
core vendors based upon system-level TAM width requirements of
other cores. The test parameters for each Mega-core i supplied by
the core vendor to the SOC integrator prior to system-level TAM
design therefore include a set of 2-tuples f(Wi; Ti)g, where each
tuple represents a potential TAM width–testing time choice for the
mega-core, and the number of tuples depends on the guidelines
from the core user to the core vendor.

The multi-level TAM optimization problem in the interactive
design transfer model can now be stated as follows.
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Design Flow Interactive Hierarchical TAM Optimizer()

Mega-core vendor:
1 For each Mega-core i (starting bottom-up in the hierarchy)
/* Let Wi;max be the maximum allowable total TAM width for i */
2 For each Wi from 1 to Wi;max

3 Partition Wi among the embedded cores in i and determine the test
schedule using an approach from [5, 13];

4 Schedule the test for the interconnect logic within i;
5 Determine the total testing time Ti(Wi);
SOC integrator:
/* Let W be the total TAM width for the SOC */
6 Obtain the core test parameters for the top-level non-hierarchical cores;
7 For each top-level Mega-core i in the SOC
8 Obtain the set of values f(Wi;Ti)g;
/* Let Ti(wj) be the SOC-level testing time of Core i on TAM width wj
*/
9 For each value of Wi

10 Set Ti(wj) = Ti(Wi), for wj =Wi;
11 Set Ti(wj) =1, for wj 6= Wi;
12 Partition W among the cores using a TAM optimization approach

from [5, 13] and determine the test schedule;
13 Communicate desired TAM widths for mega-cores to core vendors;
Mega-core vendor:
14 Implement TAM architectures for mega-cores prior to design transfer;
SOC integrator:
15 Implement system-level TAM architecture.

Figure 3. TAM design flow for interactive design transfer.

Pint: Given the test set parameters for the top-level cores and W
for the SOC, determine a wrapper design for each core, and a par-
tition of W among the cores in the test schedule, such that the
SOC testing time is minimized under the constraints that (i) W is
not exceeded at any time, (ii) each mega-core receives one of its
pre-specified TAM widths, and (iii) parent mega-cores are tested
only after their embedded child cores.

A special case of Pint in which each mega-core has only one
pre-specified TAM width is equivalent to Pnon�int in Section 3.1;
Pint is therefore NP-hard.

Figure 3 presents the TAM design flow for the interactive de-
sign transfer model. Lines 1 through 5 represent the TAM design
flow for the mega-cores (performed by the core vendor). TAM
design is now explored for an entire range of width values to es-
timate potential testing times. While this takes more computation
time than a single TAM design calculation, it results in lower SOC
testing times as will be seen in Section 4. The value of Wi;max is
chosen by the core vendor depending on test pin, layout and over-
head constraints for Mega-core i. Lines 6 through 12 represent
the SOC-level TAM design flow (performed by the system inte-
grator). In Lines 10 and 11, the set of Ti(wj) variables for each
Mega-core i is reduced to the set of Ti(Wi) values. In Lines 12
and 13, the SOC-level TAM architecture is designed and desired
TAM widths for mega-cores are communicated to core vendors.
The core vendors then implement the mega-core TAM architec-
tures and transfer their designs to the SOC integrator. The system-
level TAM architecture is implemented in Line 15.

4 Case studies

In this section, we present two case studies performed using the
proposed methodology. We present experimental results for four
SOCs: p22810, p34392, p93791, and a586710 from the ITC’02

SOC test benchmarks [9]. The experimental results were obtained
using a Sun Ultra 10 workstation with a 333 MHz processor and
256 MB memory.

4.1 Non-interactive design transfer model

We first performed TAM optimization using the design flow in
Figure 2. In Table 1, we compare the testing times (in clock cycles)
and CPU times (in seconds) of the proposed hierarchical TAM op-
timization method with those of the corresponding “flat” methods
in [5, 13]. Though hierarchical TAM optimization was performed
based on both methods in [5, 13] for each SOC, results are pre-
sented here for only one of the two methods for each SOC due to
insufficient space. The testing times for the “flat” and hierarchical
methods are denoted by Tat and Thier, respectively. Similarly,
the CPU times for the “flat” and hierarchical methods are denoted
by Eat and Ehier, respectively. The percentage change in test-
ing time �T using hierarchical TAM optimization is calculated as
Thier�Tflat

Tflat
� 100.

In Table 1(a), we present results for p22810. The hierarchi-
cal TAM optimization flow was based on the ILP and enumera-
tion method of [5]. TAM widths supplied to each mega-core were
fixed at 8 bits prior to system-level TAM design. While the testing
times obtained are higher than those obtained by (unrealistically)
assuming that the SOC hierarchy can be flattened, the results ob-
tained here are more realistic for hierarchical TAM design. Note
from Table 1(a) that the testing time for the hierarchical method
levels out at 366260 cycles at W = 40. A total top-level TAM
width of 40 is therefore an effective choice for this SOC.

In Table 1(b), we present results for p34392. Hierarchical
TAM optimization was performed based on the heuristic method
of [13]. A TAM width of 16 was supplied to each mega-core prior
to system-level TAM optimization. The increase in testing time
over the “flat” case is between 13.59% and 84.56%. The testing
time for the flat method reaches a minimum value of 544579 cy-
cles at W = 40. This lower bound (observed earlier in [5, 7, 13])
is the lower bound on testing time for Core 18 (the bottleneck core)
in the system. In the hierarchical method, since Core 18 contains
Core 19, its test is scheduled only after that for Core 19 completes.
The combined testing times for Cores 18 and 19 is 618597 cycles;
this is therefore the lower bound for the SOC using hierarchical
TAM optimization. The CPU times for the hierarchical method
are significantly lower than those for the flat method. This is be-
cause in the flat method, an ILP model is run as a final step for
all 19 cores of p34392 simultaneously, thereby taking a longer
CPU time. In the hierarchical optimization flow, the SOC is parti-
tioned per mega-core and the ILP model runs significantly faster.

In Table 1(c), we present results for p93791. Hierarchical TAM
optimization was performed using the heuristic method [13]. A
TAM width of 16 was supplied to each mega-core prior to system-
level TAM optimization. In Table 1(d), we present results for
a586710. Hierarchical TAM optimization was performed using
ILP and enumeration [5]. A TAM width of 8 was supplied to each
mega-core prior to system-level TAM optimization.

4.2 Interactive design transfer model

We next carried out TAM optimization using the design flow in
Figure 3. A set of potential TAM widths and corresponding test-
ing times for each mega-core was calculated prior to system-level
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Method in [5] Hierarchical method

W Tflat Eflat Thier Ehier �T (%)
Ehier

Eflat

16 462210 11 505858 31 9.44 2.81
24 361571 24 412682 92 14.14 3.83
32 312659 49 396473 83 26.81 1.69
40 278359 60 366260 77 31.58 1.28
48 268472 84 366260 116 36.42 1.38
64 260638 122 366260 115 40.52 0.94

(a)
Method in [13] Hierarchical method

W Tflat Eflat Thier Ehier �T (%)
Ehier

Eflat

24 729872 27 1347023 1 84.56 0.04
32 663193 51 788873 1 18.95 0.02
40 544579 39 728426 2 33.76 0.05
48 544579 205 618597 7 13.59 0.03
56 544579 109 618597 8 13.59 0.07
64 544579 288 618597 9 13.59 0.03

(b)
Method in [13] Hierarchical method

W Tflat Eflat Thier Ehier �T (%)
E
hier

Eflat

16 1786200 2 2044124 5 14.44 2.50
24 1209420 3 1351710 6 11.77 2.00
32 894342 1 1087300 7 21.58 7.00
40 741965 1 839796 7 13.19 7.00
48 599373 3 839796 7 40.11 2.33
64 473997 2 839796 8 77.17 4.00

(c)
Method in [5] Hierarchical method

W Tflat Eflat Thier Ehier �T (%)
Ehier

Eflat

24 2.84�107 7 3.06�107 14 7.75 2.00
32 2.10�107 2 2.88�107 19 37.14 9.50
40 1.91�107 4 2.50�107 26 30.89 4.21
48 1.52�107 4 2.14�107 41 40.79 10.25
56 1.41�107 4 2.14�107 42 51.77 10.50
64 1.41�107 5 2.14�107 115 51.77 23.00

(d)

Table 1. Results for the non-interactive case for (a) p22810
using ILP and enumeration [5], (b) p34392 using the heuris-
tic method of [13], (c) p93791 using the heuristic method,
and (d) a586710 using ILP and enumeration.

TAM optimization. The best TAM width for each mega-core was
identified at the system level and the final SOC testing time was
then determined. In Table 2, we compare the testing times and
CPU times for hierarchical TAM optimization with those for the
corresponding flat methods in [5, 13]. We do not list the testing
times and CPU times of the flat methods, since these are already
listed in Table 1. We also compare the testing times for the in-
teractive design transfer model with the testing times for the non-
interactive model.

In Table 2(a), we present results for p22810. The hierarchi-
cal TAM optimization flow was based on the ILP and enumera-
tion method of [5]. The testing times obtained are very close to
those for flat TAM design, thereby demonstrating that multi-level
TAM optimization for hierarchical SOCs can indeed be performed
with effective results. More importantly, testing times here are
significantly lower than those for the non-interactive case; see last
column of Table 2(a). This is a result of the greater flexibility in
choosing lower-level TAM widths on the basis of system-level op-
timization.

In Table 2(b), we present results for p34392. Hierarchical TAM
optimization was performed based on the heuristic method of [13].
The testing times are once again lower than those for the non-
interactive case. In Figure 4, we illustrate the multi-level TAM
architecture designed for p34392 in the interactive design trans-

Hierarchical method Compared to [5] Compared to non-

W Thier Ehier �T (%)
Ehier

Eflat
interactive: �T (%)

16 483795 23 4.66 2.09 -4.36
24 363812 56 0.62 2.33 -11.84
32 324079 120 3.65 2.45 -18.26
40 288159 79 3.52 1.32 -21.32
48 272892 129 1.65 1.54 -25.49
64 263443 187 1.08 1.53 -28.07

(a)
Hierarchical method Compared to [13] Compared to non-

W Thier Ehier �T (%)
Ehier

Eflat
interactive: �T (%)

24 819176 1 12.24 0.04 -39.18
32 713174 1 7.54 0.02 -9.60
40 606261 2 11.33 0.05 -16.77
48 593925 4 9.06 0.02 -3.98
56 581588 4 6.79 0.04 -5.98
64 581588 4 6.79 0.01 -5.98

(b)
Hierarchical method Compared to [13] Compared to non-

W Thier Ehier �T (%)
E
hier

Eflat
interactive: �T (%)

16 1927010 8 7.88 4.00 -5.73
24 1293990 14 6.99 4.67 -4.27
32 863765 22 -3.42 22.00 -20.56
40 758156 37 2.18 37.00 -9.72
48 635710 68 6.06 22.67 -24.30
64 481896 174 1.67 87 -42.62

(c)
Hierarchical method Compared to [5] Compared to non-

W Thier Ehier �T (%)
Ehier

Eflat
interactive: �T (%)

24 3.06�107 30 7.75 4.29 0.00
32 2.11�107 24 0.48 12.00 -26.74
40 1.91�107 40 0.00 10.00 -23.60
48 1.75�107 45 15.13 11.25 -18.22
56 1.70�107 46 20.57 11.50 -20.57
64 1.63�107 56 15.60 11.2 -23.83

(d)

Table 2. Results for the interactive case for (a) p22810 us-
ing ILP and enumeration [5], (b) p34392 using the heuristic
method of [13], (c) p93791 using the heuristic method, and
(d) a586710 using ILP and enumeration.

fer model. The flat TAM architecture, from [13], has five TAMs,
while the hierarchical TAM architecture consists of three Level-1
TAMs and five Level-2 TAMs in simultaneous operation.

In Table 2(c), we present hierarchical TAM optimization re-
sults for p93791 performed using the heuristic method [13]. The
increase in testing time over the flat case ranges from 1.67%
to 7.88%, except forW = 32, for which a decrease in testing time
of 3.42% over the flat case is observed. We attribute this to the fact
that the method in [13] is heuristic and inefficient TAM width as-
signments can sometimes be made when the search-space is large.
Finally, in Table 2(d), we present results for a586710. Hierarchical
TAM optimization was performed using ILP and enumeration [5].
Testing times were equal or lower than those obtained for the non-
interactive case.

We compare the final results of TAM optimization using the
flat, hierarchical non-interactive, and hierarchical interactive de-
sign flows for p93791 in Figures 5 and 6. (Figures are not drawn
to scale.) TAM optimization is performed for W = 40. In Fig-
ure 5(a), we present the hierarchial structure of the SOC and its
component cores. In Figure 5(b), we illustrate the test schedule ob-
tained using the flat TAM optimization method of [13]. The total
testing time for p93791 using the flat TAM optimization method
is 741965 cycles. In Figure 6(a), we illustrate the test schedule
obtained using the hierarchical non-interactive design flow. The
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Figure 4. Illustration of the (a) TAM architecture for
p34392 assuming flattened SOC [13], and (b) multi-level
TAM architecture for actual SOC hierarchy.

testing time has increased to 839796 cycles. However, the TAM
optimization flow now more closely follows the real-world design
transfer model; therefore, the results obtained are more realistic.
Finally, in Figure 6(b), we illustrate the test schedule obtained us-
ing hierarchical interactive design flow. There is a decrease of
81640 cycles in the testing time over the non-interactive case.

5 Conclusion
We have shown how TAM optimization methods proposed for

“flattened SOCs” can be used to solve the more realistic problem
of designing multi-level TAM architectures for hierarchical SOCs.
Two TAM optimization flows have been proposed that are directly
aplicable to real-world design transfer models used by core ven-
dors and SOC integrators. Experimental results for benchmark
SOCs indicate that testing times using hierarchical TAMs are com-
parable to those achieved using flat methods.
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